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Kleenheat and RAC further reduce gas costs with new partnership
RAC and Kleenheat have teamed up to offer RAC members significant discounts on their gas bills.
Under the new partnership, effective today, RAC members will be able to save up to 28%* on their natural gas
usage charges, while members new to Kleenheat natural gas will also receive a $50 switching bonus.
RAC Executive General Manager of Members and Advocacy, Patrick Walker, said RAC was excited to offer
members another way to save on everyday living costs.
“We are always looking for new opportunities to help our members save, and this partnership with Kleenheat is
another way we’re giving back and helping reduce the strain on household budgets,” Mr Walker said.
“Kleenheat was a clear choice to partner with; they have excellent product coverage throughout the state and
are a proud WA brand with a strong community focus.
“RAC members can claim this benefit from today, and we encourage families throughout WA — in both
metropolitan and regional communities — to take advantage.”
Discounts will remain available to RAC members for the duration of the partnership, which isn’t limited to only
natural gas users, with an annual $30 credit^ to be provided on LPG 45kg cylinder purchases as well.
Kleenheat General Manager, Mark Gadsby, said the new partnership was a natural fit.
“Our focus is to deliver real, ongoing value to local households. Partnering with RAC is an opportunity to
strengthen offers across our natural gas and LPG products, helping new and existing customers save more on
their gas,” Mr Gadsby said.
“Kleenheat and RAC are WA born and bred with a commitment to our state. The partnership is an excellent
opportunity for us to bring better value to those who choose to support local.”
“Kleenheat and RAC share a passion for supporting the local community and providing genuine value to
customers and members. Coming together to further support Western Australians was a natural fit.”
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Terms and Conditions
*28% off the usage component of the standard tariff when selecting the Monthly Smart Sav er Plan.
^To receiv e $30 off y our next LPG 45k g cy linder y ou must hav e purchased at least one 45k g cy linder at the normal retail price from Kleenheat or
a participating Kleenheat retailer. A v alid RAC member number must be prov ided at time of purchase.
Visit rac.com.au/k leenheat for full offer terms and conditions.

